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There remains a persistent myth that the viola lacks solo repertoire. On the contrary, the 
viola has a wide and varied repertoire, but circumstances have conspired to keep much of 
it concealed; locked away and hidden from sight. Some works, including major ones by 
Felix Mendelssohn, Carl Maria von Weber, and Georg Philipp Telemann, languished in 
manuscript for more than a century after their composition. Published works have not fared 
much better: sonatas by York Bowen (1905) and Rebecca Clarke (1919) went out of print 
and remained forgotten until violists rediscovered them at the end of the twentieth century. 
And previously unknown works continue to turn up: Dmitri Shostakovich’s Impromptu,  
op. 33, for viola and piano was composed in 1931 but only surfaced in 2017, demonstrat-
ing that there is still a lot to learn about the breadth of music written for the instrument.
 
Fortunately, recent technological advances have vastly improved our access to and 
understanding of the repertoire. In the 1980s, compact discs enabled broad distribution 
of recordings, while music notation software allowed for easy and affordable desktop 
publishing. More recently, the Internet has completely transformed access to viola music, 
with social media sites and digitization projects making long-unattainable works instantly 
available. Violists, who have never been content with the status quo, have eagerly embraced 
these rediscovered treasures while continuing to commission and promote new music by 
living composers.

This spirit of exploring new—and newly rediscovered—music is fully captured in  
The American Viola. The music ranges from the late nineteenth century to today, yet it 
shares a common theme: a flowing lyricism that expresses the viola’s rich vocal character. 
Traversing the expansive geographical regions of the United States, we journey from  
San Francisco to Boston, passing the Monongahela River along the way. And like any  
good road trip, we venture through the backwoods, where many hidden wonders await 
those who are daring enough to stray from the beaten path.

exploring AmericAn ViolA music
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Arthur P. Schmidt, making it one of the earliest American viola compositions—if not the 
first—to be published in the United States. Chronicling a love affair, from first meeting 
to the inevitable happy ending, these charming salon pieces were designed for popular 
nineteenth-century tastes. The work’s narrative element allows Cutter to explore facets 
of the viola’s personality: the sunny outer movements, the anguished second movement 
(Melancholie), and the stormy, scherzo-like third movement (Eifersucht). In the fourth 
movement (Ständchen), marked Moderato giocoso, Cutter reverses the instruments’ roles, 
with the viola taking over the accompanimental figures while the piano dances around  
with jaunty, ornamented figures.
 
Walter Piston: Interlude
Born in Rockland, Maine, Walter Piston (1894–1976) studied engineering and art as a 
youth, also playing piano and violin. After serving in the First World War, he attended  
Harvard, graduating with a degree in music. He next attended the École Normale de  
Musique in Paris, studying violin with George Enescu and composition with Paul Dukas 
and Nadia Boulanger as well as playing viola in the orchestra. Returning to the United 
States in 1926, he assumed a teaching position at Harvard, where he would remain until 
his retirement in 1960. Over his lengthy career, Piston acquired a reputation as a leading 
American educator and composer, earning two Pulitzer Prizes and three New York Music 
Critics Circle Awards (one of them for his Viola Concerto, written in 1957). 

The Interlude, for viola and piano, dates from the early 1940s, first appearing in the  
October 1941 musical supplement to the journal Boletín Latino-Americano de Música. 
Violist Louise Rood and pianist Irene Jacobi premiered the work at a pair of Victory 
Concerts, September 4–5, 1943, at the New York Public Library and Metropolitan Museum 
of Art. Noted Piston scholar Howard Pollack associates the Interlude with two other short 
works for solo piano written around the same time, indicating that they “seem to be  
conditioned by sorrow for the War, not only because of what we know of Piston’s feelings 
in this regard, but also because Piston never wrote anything like these works after 1945.” 

Blanche Blood: Barcarolle
Blanche Blood (1882–1933) was born in New York state but studied in Chicago, Illinois, 
with the prominent violinist Earl R. Drake. In the early 1900s, she toured with his  
celebrated ensemble, playing piano, violin, and viola as well as the viola d’amore—a  
virtually unknown instrument in America. After teaching at Drake’s School of Violin, 
Blood established her own music school and enjoyed a lengthy career as a teacher.  
Sources suggest that most of her compositions were intended as student pieces, though  
it is difficult to say with certainty as the Barcarolle, for viola and piano, is the only  
work that has yet to surface. 

Published by Ada E. Taylor in 1906, the Barcarolle is the earliest known viola  
composition by an American woman. Idiomatically written, the serenely lyrical work  
showcases the “deep toned effects of the viola.” The Venetian atmosphere is perfectly 
conveyed as the viola’s melody glides over the piano’s glistening arpeggios. After a short 
cadenza, the instruments trade places: the piano relaxes with the melody while the viola 
plays accompanimental figures that bring to mind the powerful rowing of the gondoliers.

Benjamin Cutter: Eine Liebes-Novelle (A Love Story)
Born in Woburn, Massachusetts, Benjamin Cutter (1857–1910) studied violin and harmony 
in nearby Boston. Like many American-born musicians in the nineteenth century, he 
traveled to Germany for advanced training, spending four years in Stuttgart. Returning to 
America, Cutter joined the faculty of the New England Conservatory, initially teaching 
violin and viola and then focusing on harmony and analysis. He also played viola in the 
recently formed Boston Symphony Orchestra. Cutter’s published compositions consist 
primarily of chamber and choral works, and he authored several important pedagogical 
texts devoted to harmony and the violin.

Cutter performed the Eine Liebes-Novelle (A Love Story) in 1889 with pianist Carlyle 
Petersilea at the New England Conservatory. The work was published six years later by 
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rocking of an infant, while the viola spins out the sweet and soothing lullaby. In an imagi-
native bit of instrumentation, Klumpkey avoids the viola’s low register altogether, never 
venturing below middle C.

Edna Frida Pietsch: Andante Cantabile
Dubbed the “Dean of Wisconsin Composers,” Edna Frida Pietsch (1894–1982) did not 
venture far from Milwaukee, spending her entire life in the same house in which she was 
born. Musical studies were undertaken in her hometown and nearby Chicago, Illinois, 
covering piano, violin, viola, and composition. She became an integral part of Milwaukee’s 
musical life, teaching piano and composition to generations, principally at the Wisconsin 
Conservatory of Music. Bucking mid-twentieth-century trends, she maintained a compo-
sitional style that was firmly rooted in nineteenth-century Romanticism. The male musical 
establishment would scarcely approve of a woman composing in the Romantic style, yet 
Pietsch was not to be deterred. She secured performances of her music by individuals and 
ensembles, including the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, which performed her Fantasy for 
Orchestra in the 1940s.

Pietsch’s compositions include orchestral, chamber, and vocal works, with many still in 
manuscript. The date of composition for the Andante Cantabile, first published in 2014 by 
the American Viola Society, remains unknown, though it likely did not appear before the 
mid-1950s. Written in an ABA form, the work opens with a sinuous melody in the viola’s 
lowest register. The viola quickly sweeps into the upper regions, as it continues to spin 
its lyrical, arching melody. Slowing slightly, the middle section changes texture with the 
piano’s dreamy arpeggiations providing a nice contrast to the viola’s more sedate melody. 
Momentum builds as the music urgently moves forward, culminating in a flurry of thirty-
second notes in the piano, finally quieting down as the opening section returns.

Cast in an ABA form, the melancholy work features sparse textures, opening quietly with 
the viola in its middle register. A brief piano solo transitions to the middle section, which 
starts piano and dolce but crescendos as the viola and piano ascend to the only forte in the 
piece. As the piano descends, the viola briefly lingers in the stratosphere before making  
its way downward in preparation for the opening section’s return. 

Julia Klumpkey: Lullaby
Julia Klumpkey (1870–1961) hailed from San Francisco, the youngest of six children born 
to John and Dorothea Klumpke (Julia changed the spelling of her name later in life, adding 
the “y”). Her father had moved West in 1849 to make his fortune in the Gold Rush but 
soon realized there was a greater fortune to be found in real estate. The prosperous family 
was able to enjoy many luxuries, and no expense was spared on the children’s education.  
Dorothea separated from John shortly after Julia’s birth, sailing for Europe with the  
children, determined that all of them—including five daughters—would become self- 
sufficient. The determination paid off, and her daughters went on to make notable  
contributions in the fields of astronomy, neurology, painting, and music. 

After earning an A.B. from the Brevet Superieur in Paris, Klumpkey returned to America, 
graduating from the New England Conservatory with a diploma in violin performance 
in 1895. She pursued further musical studies in Europe at various periods; her teachers 
included Eugène Ysaÿe and Leopold Auer for violin, Henri Benoit for viola, and Nadia 
Boulanger for composition. A stint as violin professor and director of the college orchestra 
at Converse College in South Carolina was interrupted by the First World War, when she 
returned to France to assist with the War effort. She continued teaching, concertizing, and 
composing after the war, eventually making her way back to San Francisco in the 1930s.
Klumpkey’s compositions include orchestral, chamber, and vocal works, many of which 
were published by European and American firms. Among these compositions are four for 
viola and piano, including the Lullaby, published in 1937 by Wesley Webster and dedicated 
to her niece, Monique Sorrel De’jerine. The piano’s swaying bass line suggests the gentle 
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The performers

Andrea Priester Houde is an American violist whose 
genuine love and dedication to her craft can be seen in 
performances around the world and in the unique environ-
ment of her teaching studio. Ms. Houde is Assistant 
Professor of Viola at West Virginia University and violist 
of the WVU Chamber Players. She serves on the artist 
faculty of the Interlochen Arts Camp and the Master 
Players Festival and is a board member of the American 
Viola Society.

Ms. Houde has performed as soloist, chamber musician, and in orchestras in the United 
States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Her versatility has led to such opportunities as perform-
ing tango with Astor Piazzolla’s godson and playing in a rock band on the Millennium 
Stage at the Kennedy Center. She has given performances and master classes at the Interna-
tional Viola Congress in New Zealand, the American Viola Society Festivals at the Colburn 
School and Oberlin Conservatory, Conservatoire de Musique du Québec à Trois-Rivières, 
Carnegie Mellon University, University of Virginia, Penn State University, Tennessee Viola 
Celebration, Virginia Violapalooza, University of Arizona, University of Georgia, among 
others, and she can be heard on the Delos and Parma record labels. Her studies were at 
the University of Memphis with Leonard Schranze and at the Peabody Conservatory with 
Victoria Chiang. She performs on a modern viola by Pio Montanari with a bow made circa 
1900 by Charles Bazin. Ms. Houde lives in Morgantown, WV, with her French hornist 
husband, Albert, and their four children.

C.E. Jones: Monongahela: Concerto for Viola
C.E. Jones (b. 1988) composed his viola concerto, Monongahela, during the fall of 2016 
and spring of 2017 while a DMA student at West Virginia University. The concerto was 
commissioned by Andrea Houde, who premiered it with Gabriela Glapska in the viola and 
piano version recorded here at the 2017 International Viola Congress in Wellington, New 
Zealand. Named for the 128-mile-long river that flows from Fairmont, West Virginia, to 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the concerto was inspired by the scenic Appalachian region, as 
recounted by the composer: 

“The piece is in three continuous movements. Each movement presents a different ambi-
ence or atmosphere that I have come to associate with West Virginia (and Appalachia in 
general); the piece is not intended to be programmatic. There is a sense of wild untamed-
ness that I have always felt when out in the mountains—the viola is a singular voice amid 
the unrelenting natural forces that have shaped the mountains and rivers and forests. The 
first movement presents this natural magnitude in sweeping panoramic soundscapes. The 
second movement is a respite of reverence for the ancient mystery that hides in the hills. 
It is almost a hymn; a song of praise for the isolated humility and stillness of being in the 
mountains. The third movement is different; it is more mechanical and artificially unrelent-
ing. I don’t intend to invoke any sort of policy in this music, but the systematic destruction 
of nature can undeniably be heard in the sense of lazy urgency in the driving rhythms 
and tempo. The musical violence in this movement is inherently unstable, and eventually 
this unnerving energy is its own downfall—the peaks and valleys level off, and the placid 
tranquility restores itself, with the viola rising above and forcing a return to the material 
from the very beginning.”

—David M. Bynog, July 2018
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  Blanche Blood (1882-1933)
 1 Barcarolle (1906) [3:12]

  Benjamin Cutter (1857-1910)
   Eine Liebes-Novelle (A Love Story):  

5 Bagatellen für Viola und Pianoforte, op. 20* 
 2 Erstes Begegnen (First Meeting) [1:49] 
 3 Melancholie (Melancholy) [3:36] 
 4 Eifersucht (Jealousy) [1:17] 
 5 Ständchen (Serenade) [2:01] 
 6 Frohes Ende (Happy Ending) [3:09] 

  Walter Piston (1894-1976)
 7 Interlude for Viola and Piano* [4:17]

  Edna Frida Pietsch (1894-1982)
 8 Andante Cantabile* [6:16]

  Julia Klumpkey (1870-1961)
 9 Lullaby [2:56]

  C.E. Jones (1988-)
 10 Concerto for Viola, “Monongahela”* [14:25]

  Total Time = 42:58
  *world premiere recording
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